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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Introduction is the text of the 90 Days sales page on which you signed up

for this challenge. There’s a lot of important, useful information there, so I’m

including it here.

***

Do you think too much when you dance?

Improvisational bliss is elusive. It sucks to be stuck in your head, out of

touch with the music, worried about what to do next. The Dance party can

help you escape from hip-drop hell–forever.

Are you tired of choreography?

So much time copying. Do you ever get to dance what you feel? It’s hard to

feel the music when you are just going through the motions. The Dance Party

connects you to your innate creativity and intuitive movement.

Have you lost your joy?

Everyone needs to fill the well, to have someplace they go for creative

inspiration. What with running around all over the place, doing everything

for everyone, it’s easy to feel frazzled and unhappy, caught up in your job and

lose track of your art. The dance party gets back to art.



Welcome to

Alia’s 90 Day Dance Party

Challenge Yourself

Dance for 20 minutes.

Every Day. For 90-days. Total Improvisation

Alia’s 90 Day Dance Party: a 13-week commitment to improvise for 20

minutes a day (however many days a week you choose)

Why improvise? Improvisation connects you viscerally to the music, allows

you to dance to anything, reveling in the moment. Plus it nourishes your

mind, brain, heart, body, and soul.

Why 90 days? It takes a long time to make new habits stick. I want to develop

a daily dance practice. I did 45 days one year, and was stunned by the changes

that occurred (spiritual and personal as well as dance); but after the 45 days

were done, so was I. So this time, I am doubling down.

Why 20 minutes? That’s the length of time it takes for the brain’s

neurotransmitter bath to shift, the minimum amount of time for change to

happen in the brain.

Why Alia?

Forty years of experience • Continued, extensive learning • Specialization

in improv and composition • Champion of creative expression • Awesomely

cool and fun.
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An Arab-American and a Vermont Juried Artist, Alia draws from four decades

of intensive exploration. She specializes in live music performance; solo and

group improvisation and composition; and collaborative, narrative, symbolic,

and movement-based structures. Alia champions creativity and self-

expression grounded in tradition, uniting dancers, musicians, and audience in

a radiant oasis of warmth and delight.

“Alia is authentic. Not necessarily traditional dancing in one style or another,

but dance instruction that requires the student to be her authentic self, to reach

within to both her physical and mystical core self and dance from there first.

Everything else — all the precision of movement, the details of technique, the

practice itself, is grounded there and flows outward from there.” Kir T, VT

“What Alia does is so much more than belly dance. I feel like every individual

who studies with Alia goes on her own journey, a journey of healing, a journey

of discovery, a journey of transformation, a journey of joy. What she is about

so much more than just the moves and the history. That’s all been written

before. Alia has a bigger gift than that. She leads dance journeys!” Julie Ann

Eason, teacher, copywriter, marketing consultant.

“A lot of people try to make money off of us by making us feel terrible about

ourselves. Witness the entire weight loss industry. You’re one of the few people

I can think of who consciously and deliberately works to make people feel

better through what you offer. That’s a really beautiful thing.” —Atisheh,

http://atisheh.blogspot.com/
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GETTING STARTED

How do we do it? This Challenge is grounded in Dancemeditation™ by Sufi

master Dunya McPherson. It is designed for this and it really works. You can

check out these links to see what I mean. Here are Dunya’s session

guide and basic practices.

Close your eyes and let your body move as it wishes for 20 minutes. Rest and

journal afterwards. Allow exploration and evolution. You might dance

furiously to fast loud music, infinitesimally slowly to no music at all, or

anything in between.

But you can do it however you want. The only constant is 20 minutes per

session.

What you will do

Plan your challenge.

Do it!

Do what you feel good about. Customize your party! Can’t do every day?

That’s OK. Prefer to start or end on different days? Want to dance longer? Go

right ahead! Just stick to the 20-minute minimum. You can customize every

other element. Make your own accommodation. Whatever works for you. I

use these…

Classes count. If I am teaching or taking a dance class, I have done

my time.

Today is still today until tomorrow. If I realize at 4AM that I did not

practice today, it is still today. And I can dance just my hands and

arms or my fingers and toes), in bed, in the dark, with no music, for

my 20 minutes.

Dance however you want. If standing is difficult for you, dance seated. Or

lying down. Or in your mind. Use the music you like. Dance at whatever time

of day works for you. Make your own ritual, or have a grand free-for-all.

Change it every single day if you want. It’s your choice. It’s all good.

But I don’t have any time. Create some. Then you will have it for

something new and wonderful to come into your life.
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But I don’t have any experience. This is for everyone, from non-

dancers to professional performers. Everyone will connect on their

own level and their own terms.

But I don’t have any music. I’ll provide a list of great music (along

with some links for purchase).

But I don’t have any space. It’s nice to have a yoga mat, but if you have

room to stand, you have space. Or use a chair, sofa, or bed.

ALREADY A SKILLED IMPROVISER?

Add a challenge layer. 

Add a 10-minute rest or journaling period. Nadira Jamal did the whole

thing with finger cymbals. You could develop your stage presence while

effortlessly emoting. Or designate a specific type of music with which you

want greater fluency. Whatever it is, just add it on. And you can take it off

again whenever you want. The bottom line is to dance 20 minutes a day,

whatever days you choose.

Teachers! 

You are always giving and doing for others. When is the last time you

danced for the joy of it? Share this with your students, but do it for yourself.

We all need to fill the well. This will fill the well.

“This practice has brought me back to the roots of why I started to belly dance.

I grew up as a classically trained dancer and I have a lot of other dance

training under my belt, but belly dance has always been my greatest passion.

When I went pro with belly dance I felt I always had to reach for

perfection. I realize now that I stopped enjoying the dance for me, and I was

just going through the motions. I am now finding that deep seated love and

passion for this dance again. I am coming home!”

YOUR CHALLENGE

You can do a self-directed challenge on your own. I did–twice. Everything

you need is right here in this book. It will cost you nothing but your time.

And the results will astonish you. Because this is real. It is true. And we need

this, now more than ever... 

If you want to go deeper, if you want personal interaction and support, to

engage with others on the journey, to sink your roots into the richness of this
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practice, join a live dance party and get Alia’s Love Notes and the support of a

loving community.

“Alia is really sneaky. She knew that we would start this journey maybe to

become more comfortable with improv or to add more structure to a practice

that was becoming stale or disjointed. But what in fact is happening is that we

are becoming transformed in this strange and wonderful collective way.”

Souzan, Tallahassee, Florida

“This continues to be a gift…words are not adequate to describe how

participating in this has changed me..thanks to all who dance, strive to dance,

and to those who post in this space. And especially to Alia.”—Debbie H. – VT

What you get

Daily Love Notes. Every day, for 90 days, I will email you a sweet little note

to help you feel engaged and energized. This is the backbone of the

experience. I write them fresh, every day, even if it takes all night. Each Love

Note you open in the morning is a direct response to what we have all been

feeling thinking and dreaming, each and every day.
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Alia Thabit by PixieVision.com

“Alia! I love you! Some of your Love Notes have brought tears to my eyes. You

are an inspiration. Thank you for your devotion, empathy and

encouragement. Signing up for your Dance Party has been one of the best

things I have done for myself in recent times. I don’t always improv every day,

but…. NGAMO. Blessings and love to you, you beautiful spirit!”

“I love the posts about moving slowly, experimenting with “calligraphy”,

playing with a veil, etc. They offer new ways to explore, play with & looking

at old practices/techniques in new ways that open possibility.”

“I love the Love Notes! They are incredible.”

A space for us to converse with conference calls to stay focused, discuss our

discoveries, and celebrate our progress. It’s an opportunity to get your

questions answered and meet other practitioners, a chance to connect and

feel part of larger whole.

“With so much bombardment of negativity around us, it’s refreshing to see that
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through your dance project, there is a clear desire to make things better

globally and spiritually.

It’s a higher aspiration than any war, tax, or government can provide…it’s

connecting each of us through shared energy and the power we all posses to be

conscious.

“I am hopeful that channelling this energy between like-minded people is a

tremendous step in the right direction.

Thank you for being such an amazing teacher, dancer, writer and endless

talent. You are loved.” —Rich S. @NYRick

“This continues to a gift…words are not adequate to describe how participating

in this has changed me… thanks to all who dance, strive to dance, and to those

who post in this space. And especially to Alia.”—Debbie H. – VT

I will hold you in my heart and send you good energy. All day. Every

single day.

“Thanks, Alia. You’re really wonderful, you know that? Not just doing this,

but all the mental and emotional energy you’re putting into it all. It’s just

incredibly generous.” —Atisheh http://atisheh.blogspot.com/

“Alia, you and your challenge have literally changed my life. This is what I

have been missing, but I needed the challenge and the commitment to permit

me to dance this way. Dancing like this has given me such confidence, and

opened my heart. I am more loving towards everyone, and at peace and less

judgmental of myself.”

Okay, ready?

Here we go!
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G R O W T H  M I N D S E T

There are skills and there are talents. Talents you are born with. Maybe you
have good hearing. Or steady hands. Or a beautiful face. Lucky you.

Skills you learn. You figure out how to do something; you practice until you
can do it well. Someone with a wonderful voice who doesn’t bother to
develop it may not sing as well as someone with a decent voice who learns
and trains. Someone with a beautiful face who frowns and sneers will be less
attractive than someone with a plain face who consciously adopts a warm,
friendly expression.

Letting go of the scurrying, thinking brain and tuning in to the intuitive side
is a skill you can learn. But first you must realize it is possible. This
confidence in your ability to solve problems and to learn new things is called
a “Growth Mindset.” The belief that one’s talents and intelligence are limited
and can’t be changed is a “Fixed Mindset.”

Carol Dweck, the Stanford professor who pioneered this research, has found
that mindsets can be changed. And we actually become more intelligent
through solving problems and learning new things.



Knowing that intelligence is malleable frees us. We can let go of anxiously
proving ourselves and start enjoying our experiments. If it is an experiment,
there is no failure—you do an experiment to see what happens.

The 90 Days, it’s just an experiment. The outcome doesn’t matter. There
will always be tomorrow. And the next day. The less the outcome matters, the
more enjoyment you can have in the moment. And enjoying the moment is
what life—and improvisation—is all about.

(Also check out Dancing makes You Smarter)

• • •
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T H I S  I S  Y O U R  B R A I N  O N
I M P R O V I S A T I O N

Daniel Kahneman, in his remarkable book Thinking, Fast and Slow, divides our
mental processes into two systems, System 1 and System 2. System 2 takes
care of mental heavy lifting—analysis, math, editing—anything that requires
careful thought. It’s the slow thinking of the title. System 2 is what you use
when you learn new steps or combinations, hammer out the details of a
choreography, or analyze the construction of a song.

System 1, fast thinking, is your intuitive knowledge. It’s connected to the
senses, and holds a lot of background info at the ready. It’s what lets you snap
back a witty rejoinder, answer anything off the cuff, or just know something. It
is also the system we want to engage when we improvise.

The number one rule of improvisation is Don’t Think. This is so vital that
it’s emblazoned on a sign at the Upright Citizen’s Brigade comedy improv
school, the first thing you see when you walk in the door.

Why? Because thinking (engaging System 2), in creative processes, can be a
slow, anxiety-ridden process of second-guessing and option weighing. By the
time you have decided what move to do, the music has long since left you



behind. System 2 engagement is great when you are polishing a
choreography, but in a performance, it’s what makes you worry you are
boring, count on stage, dance with a grim look of concentration, and miss the
accents.

Thinking while we improvise is no fun.

We want to be in the moment, like a leaf, floating on the breeze of the music.

We want to turn off workaholic System 2, and engage intuitive System 1.

So how do we do that?
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O U R  M A I N  P R A C T I C E S

1. Rhythmic Breath
The number one way to engage System 1 is to breathe in time with the

music. Think about it (yes, think means System 2 :). In every deep, movement-
based discipline (yoga, tai chi, Delsarte, martial arts, qi gong, etc.), movement
and breath are linked. But somehow this has never manifested in belly dance.

Breath is powerful. Fear and trauma cause the breath to be shallow and high
in the chest. Next time you feel anxious, exhale slowly to a count of at least
eight. Inhale for only four. Keep doing it. Soon you will find yourself calmer
and more relaxed.

Breathe in time to the music. This is the single most effective thing you can do to
improve your improvisation and your ability to be in the moment. Focus on the
exhale. We hoard oxygen, and rarely empty our lungs entirely. It’s easiest to
start this practice to something with a good strong beat. Debke music is great.
Exhale on every beat. Exhale on accents. Exhale through a whole measure.
Then try breathing your movements. Exhale with each step as you walk.
Inhale your arms up and exhale them down. Inhale expansion and exhale
contraction.



When you find yourself beginning to think, worry, debate, etc., go back to
your breath.

Breathe. It works.

2. Slow movement
Really slow movement. Even with fast music (keep breathing to the beat,

but move s-l-o-w-l-y). Float over the music. Let the movement arc evolve—
don’t plan anything about it. This brings you back into your body and gives
you tons and tons of space, so you have limitless wide avenues to explore and
enjoy.

3. Trust your body
Let it move as it wishes. Don’t plan it. Just do it. Anything. You don’t have

to know what it is. Doesn’t matter what it is. Doesn’t matter if it’s “good.”
Take the risk. Something will come. Trust your body. I know, it’s hard.

You will get used to it :)
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D E F I N E  Y O U R  C H A L L E N G E

It’s helpful to decide how you want to do this. Of course, you can change it at

any time, but it strengthens commitment to have a plan. If you work a 16-

hour day on Tuesday, feel free to declare Tuesday a non-dance day. If

standing is difficult, dance seated. Or lying down. Or in your mind. The thing

is, you want to make this challenge suitable to you, to fill your needs.

Our goal is a daily 20-minute sessions of improvisation. It takes 20 minutes

for the neurotransmitter bath in your brain to shift. So dancing in your car is

fun, and great, but it’s not your 20 minutes. Ten minutes won’t do it. Two 10-

minute sessions is great, but it’s not 20 minutes. Fifteen won’t do it. You want

to place yourself in a safe setting, where you can close your eyes and go

inside, to set aside 20 minutes just for you to do it.

If you can’t do 20 minutes, just put some music on and do what you can. Let it

grow.

Honestly, any dancing is better than no dancing. 20 minutes is our goal,

but just turning on some dance music is a valuable activity. Do what works

for you.

I danced 320 days out of the last 365; I did it by dancing at least one song.

Many days I let the music continue through my 20 minutes, but many days I



didn’t. I’m supremely grateful to simply have danced so many days where I

wouldn’t have otherwise. It helped (a lot) to have made some fun playlists so I

could just let the music run on shuffle.

The bottom line is, dancing is better than not dancing—even when we are

tired / annoyed / in pain / don’t feel like it. So let’s dance.

Make appointments with yourself. Some folks like a specific time. Others like

to hook their practice to a specific event (before breakfast, or after work).

Connect with an accountability partner. My 320 days came through the

connection with a friend. We made a deal to dance every day, and texted each

other to confirm our dance activity. (Interestingly, we both made 320 days of

the past year.)

However you structure it, stick with it.

Be committed to your commitment. The little voices will try to stop you.

Ignore them. If you did not dance today, and you are all snug in bed, dance

silently with your hands and arms, or fingers and toes—but dance. If you are

tired, cranky, and sore, dance seated or do slow movement—but dance. If you

have no time and you are running all day, and you missed breakfast, lunch,

dinner, eat—and then dance. If you are visiting and there is no room and no

privacy and it is just impossible, wait until dark when everyone is asleep.

Dance in silence and stillness—but dance.

Be kind to yourself.

90 days is a long time. If you fall off, just get back in the saddle and ride.

Say nice things to yourself and recognize that this is challenging, and you are

doing something wonderful.

Seriously.
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N G A M O

We’ve made a commitment to improvise for 20 minutes a day, every day for

90 days (or however many days a week we choose). The commitment gives us

the strength to fight the tofu. Fighting the tofu is Nathalie Goldberg’s concept.

She is the author of Writing Down the Bones, a book on freewriting as a

spiritual practice. Freewriting is writing for a specific length of time without

stopping to think. It’s System 1 writing. What we’re doing is the dance

equivalent of freewriting.

Tofu is the myriad soft mushy things that envelop us as we try to practice, the

cloud of reasons why we don’t dance: don’t feel like it, are tired, sick, bored,

have too much to do, etc, etc.

Commitment saves us from these terribly insidious arguments.

Commitment means that you will effing do it, come what may.

But shit does happen. And when it does, NGAMO: No Guilt And Move On.

(Thanks, Christine B, for this concept.)

• • •



So you didn’t dance today. NGAMO. Dance tomorrow. So you missed

reading some Love Notes. NGAMO. Read the next ones. It’s a process.

There’s a learning curve. We’re doing things we’ve never done before on top of
dancing every day. Profoundly spiritual things. It’s bigger than we think. It’s

more revolutionary than we think. It’s more dangerous to the status quo. It is,

in fact, a challenge not only to us, but to the status quo of our lives, our self-

concept, and our cherished dysfunctions. Hence, a whole blizzard of tofu.

So do it. And if you don’t, NGAMO!
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A N A T O M Y  O F  A  S E S S I O N

Before

Make your dance space the way you want it. http://www.
dancemeditation.org/practice-basics/dancemeditation-room/
Set up your music so you don’t have to touch it during your session.
Decide how you are feeling, or how you want to feel (slow, fast,
wild, thumping), and choose accordingly.
Turn off the phone.
Set a timer, so you don’t have to watch the clock.

During

Close your eyes. It’s easier to go inside. If you have balance or other
issues with closed eyes, leave the eyes slightly open and keep the
gaze very soft.
Breathe in time to the music and your movements.
Let your body move as it wishes.
If you explore a concept, be open to its evolution.
When you find yourself thinking, go back to your breath.



After
Rest for a while—10 minutes or more. You might fall asleep. Sleep is good.
Write. More about this in the next section.

Read more about Dancemeditation™ session guide and basic practices.
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W R I T I N G

Find a blank book or pad you enjoy writing in. After you finish your dance
session, spend a few minutes writing, or do a 5-10 minute free write. Write in
the same way you dance: give System 1 free rein and see what comes out.
Writing will help set the changes and place, chronicle your experience, and
give you a place to explore in a different way.

More about Freewriting will come as we go along.





Y O U  C A N N O T  F A I L

No matter what you do--or don’t do.
Because even if you never open a single email, even if you never dance

once in 90 days, when you signed up, you had an intention to do so. You had a
vision of another world. You held that vision in your heart and you fed the
tiny flame that connects you to the Divine. You planted a seed.

This is huge, all by itself.
Maybe you thought about breathing in time with your steps as you walked

down the street—just for a minute. Maybe you said, I bet I could dance in that
corner. You are laying a groundwork. Different people are ready for different
things at different times. It’s all okay.

You have embarked on a magical journey of self-awareness and
transformation.

Whatever you do is more than you would have done last week. Every little
thought nourishes you. Roll your shoulders if you have it in you. Dance in
your mind’s eye. Dance tomorrow—or not. You are part of this intergalactic
improvisation, radiating love into the stratosphere.



It doesn’t matter how you embody this challenge. How you express it is
your choice.

You are beautiful and you are loved.

• • •
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T H A N K  Y O U

Thank you for being here.
Thank you for doing this.

Let me know how it goes. Ask questions. I will answer.



Email: alia@aliathabit.com
Facebook: /aliathabit
Skype: aliathabit
Twitter: @aliathabit

Holding you close in my heart, every minute of every day,

Love,
Alia

• • •
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A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

An Arab-American and a NEST Juried Artist, Alia Thabit specializes in
performance, composition, and improvisation. Alia trained in NYC with
Ibrahim Farrah, Dunya McPherson, and Elena Lentini. With over four
decades of experience, she has taken countless classes and workshops with
international stars and had dance study adventures in Lebanon, Palestine,
Brazil, and Egypt.

As an instructor, she emphasizes creativity and self-expression grounded
in traditional Oriental dance values. As a performer, she unites musicians and
guests in a radiant oasis of warmth and delight.

Alia believes that each of us is filled with our own unique beauty and
magic, treasure waiting to be found. Come find your treasure at
aliathabit.com.

 





A L S O  B Y  A L I A  T H A B I T

EFFORTLESS IMPROV

A 6-Week Online Crash Course

Improvisation is scary.

Where do you start?

http://aliathabit.com/for-dancers/effortless



HOW TO CREATE DANCE ART

An Online Composition Intensive for Improvisation & Choreography

Bring your art to the next level

http://createdanceart.com/

FOCUS ON THE FEELING

How to Get and Give Great Critique

Cringe at video of your dance?



Want to stop?

aliathabit.com/for-dancers/focus-on-the-feeling

HIRE ALIA!

She’ll come teach in your town



Pretty cool, huh? Just say the word

AliaThabit.com/classes/workshops/



MIDNIGHT AT THE CROSSROADS:  HAS BELLY DANCE SOLD ITS
SOUL?

THE belly dance book! A beautiful understanding of belly dance as a cultural jewel
of joy.

AliaThabit.com/BellyDanceSoul





W H A T  B U G S  Y O U ?

What bugs you?
Have a question or want something clarified? Found a typo, mistake, or

other annoyance? Tell me: alia@aliathabit.com.
Thanks in advance for helping to make this better. Remember, no issue is

too small or too big ; ).




